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By Canemaker, John

Disney Editions, 2010. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread
Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer Service! Summary: One
Joe was in his ninety-seventh year when he died in 2005; the
other Joe died the same year at age forty-five. Both died before
their time. This book explores the interplay between personal
creativity and the craft of animation storytelling, as seen
through the lives and art of two of its greatest practitioners: Joe
Grant and Joe Ranft. Grant and Ranft were unique influences on
storytelling at two major studios during important periods in the
history of animation. Joe Grant, in fact, straddled two eras. A
gifted newspaper caricaturist, he contributed ideas for Mickey
Mouse and Silly Symphony shorts as well as classic masterworks
like Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs ; Pinocchio ; Fantasia ;
and Dumbo . As Walt Disney's confidant, Grant played a leading
role in defining Disney's pioneering animation legacy. He
returned to the studio at eighty-one after a fortyyear hiatus, his
creative spirit and abilities undiminished, and made significant
contributions to Beauty and the Beast ; Aladdin ; Mulan ; and
The Lion King , among others. Joe Ranft built on the traditions
of the past forged...
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This publication is great. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom Your daily life period will probably be
transform when you complete reading this article book.
-- Wilfor d Metz-- Wilfor d Metz

This publication is definitely not e ortless to get started on studying but extremely enjoyable to see. I was able to
comprehended almost everything using this created e pdf. I am pleased to let you know that here is the finest
publication i have go through in my very own lifestyle and could be he very best pdf for ever.
-- Pr of . Julia na  La ng osh DV M-- Pr of . Julia na  La ng osh DV M
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